
ILOILO AIRPORT OFFICIALS  SEEK HELP IN APPREHENDING 
DINE AND DASH SUSPECT 

If you recognize this man, please do not try to 

apprehend him yourself. Suspect is armed and 

Dangerous.

Last seen in area of airport security. 

Philippines officials description:

• 7 Ft tall 

• Weighing 160lbs

• Wearing Green
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SAMS ARRESTED FOR JOGGING
Today the SAMS was arrested by local Airport 

Gardeners while jogging the outer perimeter of the 

Iloilo Airport runways.

“I've been running here for 2 weeks no one ever 

stopped me before”, the SAMS exclaimed.  

Apparently running is authorized in the A.M. but not 

in the afternoon.

The ATC Tower dispatched airport gardeners who 

apprehended the SAMS without a fight.  Bail set at 1 

Million Pesos.

As he was led away by local officials he yelled, 

“Please don’t let the guy in charge of our FEDEX 

Shipments handle my release, I’ll Never get out!”
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ASIAN DAVE TURNS 18

Cpl Liao shares had a very special birthday this 

year, turning another year older, he had some 

R&R downtown followed by a birthday cake 

party right on location on the most tactical 

carport in NATO.

Happy Birthday from all of us.
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408 SQN WARRANT OFFICER INSTITUTES MAINTENANCE 
CREW REST 

After a busy day of visiting his office, WO 

Paquette pauses to contemplate the 

completion of another busy day at the pointy

end of Tac Hel.
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LOCAL CHILDREN REPORT GODZILLA ENCOUNTER AT SM MALL

During a recent visit to downtown Iloilo City, Canadian 

Soldiers are normally the main attraction, garnering much 

attention from the locals but this attention went too far.

Local Children ran, screaming, “ GODZILLA”, Canadian 

PAFFO Lt Keyser was quick to comment and settle the 

masses, that the sighting was not actually Godzilla but 

instead, MCpl Al Riddell who was just trying to get a 

haircut.
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MAJOR SHILLING POSTS REWARD FOR MISSING SIDEBURNS

When Major Shilling recently decided to get a

Haircut, an abduction took place.

“Somewhere between my haircut and my back 

massage, my sideburns went missing! I don’t 

understand it, but I need them back, I’m totally

unbalanced without them”, reported Major Shilling.

“Now that’s the exact reason I never frequent those

haircut places”, explained Captain Ryan.
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CAPT RYAN CURES RASH

This powder on my nether regions has cured 

me of my rash.

“I’m so happy that now that my rash is cured 

There will be no reason to keep my bedmates

up constantly powdering myself”.
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CPL DUKE TRIALS NEW ARMY UNDERWEAR

Hot weather tropical underwear was recently 

only issued to 408 Army Personnel to trial while

Deployed to Philippines.

“I really love how these make me feel sexy yet 

dry in the tropics”, stated Cpl Duke.

Cpl Madge, a passer-by, is still being treated for 

shock and doctors believe her eyesight should 

return within weeks. 
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MCPL ESTRADA, AKA “ROACH” RECOVERS 

MCpl Estrada has made a full recovery 

from killer cockroach attack.

Doctors expect his second ear to grow back on 

it’s own in the coming days, hopefully in time for 

the birth of his son on 12 December back in 

Edmonton.
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THE FINE PRINT

The 408 Squadron Maintenance Flight Times is 

published on the authority of… uhhh… no one.

Editor-In-Chief and Primary Contributor: SAMS

Publisher: SAMEO

Contributions towards the next edition may be submitted 

to the SAMS.
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